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Table 2 Lonelinessa as a mediator of the link between relationship
qualityb, social networksc and anxietyd at 2-year follow-up in older
adults.

Table 3 Lonelinessa as a mediator of the link between relationship
qualityb, social networksc and depressive worryd at 2-year follow-
up in older adults.

Conclusions High quality spousal relationships and social inte-
gration appear to play a more central role for mental health among
men than for women. For both genders, poor social relationships
increase feelings of loneliness, which in turn worsens mental
health. Interventions to improve relationship quality and social
networks, with a focus on reducing loneliness, may be beneficial
for the prevention of mental disorders among older adults.
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Introduction General hospital-based studies may help towards
improving the treatment of psychiatric disorders.
Objectives and aims Based on five representative studies in gen-
eral hospital admissions, we will represent a comparative overview
of suicidal events due to overdose and of the most common medical
comorbidities in psychiatric disorders of ICD-10 classes F1–F4.
Methods In secondary analysis one-way Anova and Tukey HSD
test were used for comparisons of interval variables. Suicidal events
and medical comorbidities with prevalences > 10% were compared
between studies using the OR and the 95% CI.
Results Individuals with psychiatric disorders of ICD-10 classes
F1–F4 were young (44.7–50.0 years), had an extended length of
hospital stay at initial hospitalization (3.8–8.1 vs. 2.9–3.4 days),
and significantly more likely suffered of suicidal events due to
overdose than controls, contributing from 4.1% (OR = 4,1) to 11,6%
(OR = 25.2) to general hospital admissions. Additionally, individuals
with schizophrenia (SCH) significantly more likely suffered of type-
2 diabetes mellitus (OR = 2.3, 95% CI 1.5–3.6) than individuals with
major depressive disorder (MDD), anxiety disorder (ANX), and alco-
hol dependence (AD), but equal likely as individuals with bipolar
disorder (BD). Asthma and hypertension contributed significantly
more to hospitalizations in the MDD and ANX samples compared
to the SCH, BD, and AD samples. In the AD sample, alcoholic liver
disease was more prevalent than in all other samples.
Conclusions In psychiatric disorders, the frequency of suicidal
events due to overdose in general hospitals is significantly deter-
mined by the diagnostic class. Additionally, different medical
comorbidities contribute more than other medical comorbidities
to general hospital admissions in various psychiatric disorders.
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Purposes The increasing number of dementia is of major public
health concern. This study aims to calculate the projected number
and prevalence of dementia in Japan, using data from the Toyama
Dementia Survey.
Methods The Toyama Dementia Survey was conducted 6 times
in 1983, 1985, 1990, 1996, 2001, and 2014. In the 2014 survey, the
subjects were randomly chosen from residents aged 65 or more in
Toyama prefecture, with a sampling rate of 0.5%. Of those, 1303 men
and women agreed to participate (participation rate: 84.8%). An
interview with a screening questionnaire was conducted by public
health nurses. Psychiatrists and public health nurses further inves-
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tigated for the suspected cases of dementia and diagnosed whether
the cases had dementia. The 1985–2001 surveys were conducted
in a similar way, and, therefore, data from the 1985–2014 surveys
were used in the analysis.
Results The prevalence of dementia in Toyama prefecture
increased from 4.7% in 1985 to 15.7% in 2014. Using the age and sex-
specific prevalence of dementia in the 2014 survey, the projected
number of dementia is approximately 4.8 million (prevalence rate:
14.1%) in 2015, 6.1 million (16.7%) in 2025, and 7.2 million (19.2%)
in 2035. Using the age and sex-specific prevalence of dementia as
estimated by linear regression models, the projected number of
dementia is approximately 4.7 million (13.9%) in 2015, 7.1 million
(19.5%) in 2025, and 9.7 million (25.8%) in 2035.
Conclusions The number of dementia in Japan could double in the
next 20 years, which corresponds to 1 in 4 elderly people.
Disclosure of interest The authors have not supplied their decla-
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Introduction Forensic psychiatric services are costly and highly
restrictive for patients. Clinical experience and the limited research
available indicate some patients stay for too long in these settings.
A proportion of patients may, however, require long-term (poten-
tially life-long) secure forensic psychiatric care but their needs
may not be met by existing service provision designed for faster
throughput.
Objectives We conducted a national, multi-centre, cross sectional
study exploring the prevalence of long-stay and characteristics of
long-stayers in high and medium secure forensic psychiatric care
in England.
Aims (1) Estimate the prevalence of long-stay in secure settings
in England (length of stay over 5 years in medium secure care or 10
years in high secure care); (2) describe the characteristics, needs
and care pathways of long-stay patients. Develop recommenda-
tions following the exploration of international models for this
patient group.
Methods We employed a mixed-methods approach including the
analysis of administrative data, case file reviews, patient inter-
views, consultant questionnaires, interviews with clinicians and
commissioners and a Delphi survey.
Results Twenty-five percent (n = 401) of our sample were expe-
riencing long-stay. This patient group has a heterogeneous set of
characteristics and needs relating to their diagnosis, offending his-
tory, risk and therapeutic need and have experienced a variety of
care pathways through secure care.
Conclusions We found a greater number of long-stay patients
than originally estimated with a set of characteristics and needs
that are arguably different to that of the general forensic popu-
lation, therefore calling for a specific care pathway and service
provision for this patient group with a greater focus on autonomy
and quality of life.
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Introduction There are many studies of HIV-infected patients
where have found higher prevalence of substance use disorders
than in general population. Moreover some factors, like presence of
legal problems, substance abuse and HIV are also frequently related
with poorer clinical results.
Objectives/aims The aim of this study is to analyze the rela-
tionship between substance consumption and presence of legal
problems among HIV-infected patients.
Methods Our study is a cross-sectional case-control survey. Cases
were defined as HIV-infected patients who referred presence of
legal problems in a sociodemographic questionnaire. Controls were
defined as HIV-infected patients who denied presence of legal
problems. Both groups were interrogated about illegal substance
use (cocaine, heroin, cannabis, stimulants or benzodiazepines) and
alcohol problematic use during previous year. Logistic regression
was employed as statistical analysis. Results were adjusted for age,
gender and race.
Results Our sample was compound by 63 patients: 44 controls
and 19 cases. A statistical signification was found between illegal
substance use variable and presence of legal problems (P = 0.003)
but not with alcohol problematic use. The condition of illegal sub-
stance use during previous year increased the risk to have legal
problems 5.353 times. Another important result was found in gen-
der, the condition of male increased the risk to have legal problems
2.32 times than female condition.
Conclusions In our sample, substance use (cocaine, heroin,
cannabis, stimulants or benzodiazepines) during previous year was
related to have more legal problems. Gender, specifically male con-
dition, also was linked with more risk to have legal problems.
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Introduction and objective Description through a survey of phys-
ical aggressions suffered by Spanish Medical Trainees of all
specialties.
Methods We developed a survey through an online platform that
was distributed to all Spanish trainees of all medical specialties.
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